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FOREWORD
Providing timely and reliable information to the
general public on weather-, climate- and
water-related events is a major function of the
national Meteorological and Hydrological
Services. These activities are perhaps the most
visible and appreciated by the public, given the
fact that, when properly applied, this valuable
information not only saves lives and property,
but also contributes to the economic and
social development of nations.
World Meteorological Day is celebrated
each year on 23 March to commemorate the
coming into force on that date in 1950 of the
WMO Convention, which transformed the
former International Meteorological Organization, a non-governmental body in existence
since 1873, into the intergovernmental
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) of
today.
The theme for World Meteorological Day
1995 - "Public Weather Services" - is a
fitting tribute to the national Meteorological
and Hydrological Services, which are committed to providing this important public service
every day of the year. What better way to

celebrate this World Meteorological Day than
to look back at how public weather services
have evolved and contributed significantly to
the saving of lives and property and improved
the well-being of people over the past 50
years, and to consider how these services
could be further developed to meet the
growing challenges related to the sustainable
development of nations?
The year 1995 is also the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the United Nations
(UN'50). As a member of the United Nations
family, WMO also dedicates this publication
as part of its modest contribution to the commemoration of the event.
This booklet has been prepared by
Mr John Hickman, a former Director of the
Meteorological Service of New Zealand, and
reflects his wide experience in public weather
services. It is hoped that the reader will enjoy
perusing it and will obtain an insight into the
progress made by meteorology and operational hydrology, their service to humanity and
their contribution to the preservation and care
of our environment.

(G. O. P. Obasi)
Secretary-General
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Since our ear{y ancestors first wa{/(ga the f£arth) the rhythms ofnature - the
annua{ march of the seasons) seea-time ana harvest) caM ana heat) aay ana nighthave pervaaea a{{ aspects of human enaeavour. Sett{ements ana civifizations have
risen anafa{{en in concert with shifts in the patterns of the f£arth dimate.

s

INTRODUCTION
our daily life, are part of a massive world-wide
Every day of the year, millions of people
heat engine at work. The boiler-house is the
throughout the world listen to the radio, watch
ocean and land of equatorial regions and the
TV, read a newspaper, make a telephone call or
main cooling system is the polar regions.
send a written enquiry, to find out about the
weather - past, present or future.
Excess heat received from the Sun in equatorThe dependence of mankind on the
ial regions is transported away by relatively
fast-moving air, and much slower ocean, curweather is so deeply ingrained that ancient hisrents towards the middle and high latitudes,
tories of almost every race and civilization
while currents returning from higher latitudes
include tales of floods that have destroyed
flow towards the Equator. The unequal distrilarge parts of the Earth as then known, and of
bution of land and sea, and the revolving of the
droughts that have led to famine and the deciEarth, complicate the
mation of the populaYlristotre) who wrote ('9v[eteoro{ogica JJ
patterns of both air
tion. In some cases,
and ocean currents.
stories tell of astute
(4th century 'B.c.)) one of the first 600~ The
daily weather
observers who stockon meteoro{ogy) cansiaerea the wincfs in maps that we see on
piled large amounts
television and in the
of food during years
terms of the f£arth 6reathing.
newspapers illustrate
of plenty to ensure an
adequate supply in the years of drought and
the workings of one part of this heat engine the larger-scale horizontal air flow over the
food shortage that would almost certainly folsurface of the Earth.
low. Indebtedness to those who had food led,
Not only is interest in the weather nearin some cases, to the domination of those who
universal, and perhaps a primitive feature in
had none.
the make-up of mankind reflecting the intiWinds,
in particular, have
always
mate relationship between the weather and all
fascinated mankind. Storytellers, farmers, poets
and fishermen all tell how winds from different
living things; the patterns of weather occurring
in anyone country are also connected to those
directions bring their own pattern of cloud,
elsewhere over the whole Earth. Nowhere is
rain, cold or heat, flood or drought, or even a
the concept of "one Earth" better demonstraplague of locusts, and affect the mood of the
ted than in the behaviour of the atmosphere,
people.
and in the progression of our daily weather and
Today, we know that the winds, together
with all the other weather elements that affect
resulting patterns of climate.
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Tawhiri-matea (God of
the Winds) ]984, by Cliff
Whiting

(fe Whanau-a-Apanui),

Modern science and technology provide
us with the capability to monitor the varying
behaviour of the atmosphere, oceans and
inland waters and use it to advantage; they
also enable us to be warned of related dangers
that can threaten us. .
The nations of the world are united, through
the WMO World Weather Watch (WWW)
Programme, in an unprecedented partnership to
observe and monitor, understand, predict and
protect the global atmosphere. This unique partnership supports the provision of weather information to all those millions of people who, for a

multiplicity of economic, social and welfarerelated reasons, each day adapt some of their
activities to the variations of the weather.
The local weather office in any community
is not only a neighbour, there to help, but is also
the first point of contact with the globally cooperative World Weather Watch. It is an essential
focal point in a network covering the entire world.
In the remaining sections of this booklet
we describe some of the services that meteorologists and hydrologists can provide, from
the local office or from the central national
office, in support of human activities.

Aotearoa/New Zealand.
The mural depicts events
in the Maori creation
myth. The central figure,
Tawhiri-matea, God of
the Winds, wrestles to
control Te Whanau Puhi,
the children of the four
winds, seen as blue
spiral forms. Ra, the
Sun, enelgizes the scen~
from top left, complemented by Marama, the
Moon, diagonally opposite. At top right is the
reference to the primal
separation ofRanginui,
the Sky Father, and
Papatuanuku, the Earth
Mother. The spiral koru
motifs symbolizing
growth and energy flow
thmugh the composition.
Blue waves and fronds
about Tawhiri suggest
his bmthers Tangaroa
and Tane, Gods of the
Sea and Forest.
Source: Meteorological
Service of New Zealand
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Weatfier ana dimate are 60tfi parts of meteoro£ogy. In popu[ar terms} weatfier is
wfiat we e~erience on a aay-to-aay 6asis} ana dimate means tfie ((average weatfier"
ana its varia6iaty over a particufar perioa- a montfi) season} yea1j or severa[years.
Q]lite often} in tfie past} tfie stuay of weatfier ana dimate were artificia[[y separatea.
tBut dimate is not a static tfiingi it is - alq weatfier - a aynamic ana changing
entity. %ere is now a rapiary increasing trena to treat weatfier ana dimate as
a single continuum.

DAY BY DAY
The millions of people seeking weather inforThe WWW partnership supporting the
mation each day do so for one main reason provision of many of these services includes
to help them make a decision that may range
the collection by each country of the weather
from the seemingly trivial to one leading to a
observations required as regards its own
weather and their pooling with those of other
life-threatening situation.
Public weather services in support of countries. In extra-territorial regions, over the
safety of life and
vast ocean areas,
%e inf[uence of weatfier in aay-to-aay
property and for
merchant
ships,
general welfare and
special buoys, and
aecision-making - some questions aslqa
convenience
are
commercial aircraft
of tfie [oca[ meteoro[ogica[ office.' ((Can I
seen in almost every
provide observations
country as a basic
and transmit them
wasfi my aog tomorrow ana [et fiim ary
community necessity
for inclusion in the
in tfie sun, or sfiouM I wasfi fiim tonigfit general pool. In
and right, and as one
of the primary roles
ana ary fiim 6y tfie efectric fieater?" ((I'm Antarctica, research
stations and dediof all national Metegetting marriea on Saturaay. Wfiat 5 tfie cated weather oborological Services.
This is the role in
servatories provide
weatfiergoing to 6e alq?"
which Services are
vital observations. In
most visible, and the one on which they are
addition, meteorological satellites maintained
usually judged. But commonly available
by individual countries, or groups of
weather services extend well beyond the now
countries, keep the world's weather under
essential everyday forecast and occasional
constant surveillance.
warnings of severe weather. They include
All types of weather observation are
complementary and can be imagined as part
provision of not only special forecasts for very
specific use but also of a wide range of of a giant and ever-changing jigsaw puzzle.
climate and related data as well as application The pieces of the puzzle are put together in a
services.
few locations and predictions are made of the
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global and regional development of weather
warnings must be given in a timely manner
and in a form that is readily understood and
patterns during the next one to seven days.
usable in the particular circumstances.
The analyses and predictions are made availPublic weather services provided daily
able to all countries contributing the observia radio and television, newspapers, and
vations and thus make it possible to obtain a
dedicated telephone numbers are designed to
view of the continuous global weather system.
cover a broad range of local and national
A big advantage in assembling the picture
needs. In many countries, specially tailored
and predicting its development at more than
one centre is that, apart from the' obvious
services are also available. Very detailed
benefits to be gained from having a back-up
information is required as regards agriculavailable in case of
ture, building and
failure, similar efforts
civil engineering, the
QjJ.eries are not a{{ airect{y a60ut the
safety and regularity
to
produce
better
usua{ efements of the weatheTj rain) sun) of transport, food
a.nalyses and better
overall forecasts introcfouci winci heat ami coM. :Jor e?(amp{e) processing, energy
duce an element of
supply and distriwhen there is 'an inaustria{ acciaent
healthy and beneficial
bution, water supply
resu{ting in significant air po{{ution: Is and use, air pollucompetition.
Moreover, collaboration in
tion, and the handit safe to eat fresh vegeta6[es from my
ling of hazardous
the exchange of ideas
garaen? or Can we arin/( the mi{/(from
and the results of
substances. These
experiments
has
particular services
the area? 'What is the effect of 1[l'1J
resulted in considermay be provided
raaiation on humans ana other fiving
able improvements in
through special radio
the accuracy of prethings? 'What causes cfimate varia6ifity or teJevision transdictions and in the
missions, facsimile,
ana change? 'What causea the Ice J'Lges? electronic mail, by
diversity of output
available.
direct discussion
'What is aesertification? 'What was the
with a meteorologist,
Although
the
weather over the centra{ Pacific Ocean
WWW provides many
or through
other
common-base prodlocally appropriate
when an aviator attempting a recora
ucts to which local
means.
fright aisappearea more than 50 years
detailed information
In all cases there
and knowledge are
ago? Can you ex.:p{ain the 'Tights in the
is a complex system
added to provide a
linking the WWW,
sl(y 11 fast night? %e questions seem
national Meteorolonumber of public
ena{ess . ..
weather services, the
gical Services, local
use of the informameteorological
tion by each country varies considerably
offices, the meteorologist, and the mass
media to the individual or group receiving and
according to the economic, social and climatological conditions in which people live and
reacting to the information. But the information flow is not all one-way. The meteorwork. It is not enough to warn the public of the
ologist can respond to meet only known
likely occurrence of severe weather; such
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On why the

winds 6[ow
J{ugo (jrotius a
'Dutch theorogian
arui{a'U!!Jelj wrote
(when cfiscussing
theJreecfom ofthe
seas) ': . . the high
seas Gefongecf to
no one arui couU
not Ge cfaimecf
by any country.
(joc£ mEuecf
(jrotius wishecf
humanfriendship
to Ge engenderecfGy
mutua!needS one
peopfe suppfying the
needS of anothelj
arui the winds Grow
to rtUJKg the oceans
navigaGfe.
('De Mare f.,werum

Global
observations
from all
countries

1

1

Research
&
development

The main links in the
chain connecting the
WWW system, the
provision of public
weather services, and
community preparedness

CLIMATE
Dissemination

&.
RELATED SERVICES

Weather
forecasts

Numerical
weather
prediction
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1

l

l
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needs and, like all others providing a service,
he sets out to improve the service in response
to feedback from users. Meteorologists do not
simply wait passively for responses; they very
actively seek out that feedback from users
and play a major role in helping to unravel the
intricate ways in which daily weather and climate variability influence all aspects of life.
Every enquiry for weather information whether the information can be provided or
not - helps to build the dialogue between
provider and user, to the advantage of both.
If any link is broken, weak or missing in
the chain of events and activities iQ the

process of providing weather services, then
the service to the public is inadequate, or it
fails completely.
Additional national and local observations supply the details necessary to provide
services for'very particular and local use, for
example: TV and tadio weather services;
severe storm warnings, including tornadoes,
rain, floods, snow and wind; energy supply
and transport. Some of these observation
networks include a large number of publicspirited volunteers who provide special
reports only when unusual weather conditions
occur.
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J[umanity fias not conquerea nature.
%e estimatea cost ofweatfier-rdatea naturae aisasters is at present a60ut
US $50-60 6ir{ion per year.

LESS COSTLY WEATHER
The triumph of the five-day weather forecasts,
achieved over the last decade and now routine
in many countries, ranks alongside other
attainments of the space age. These forecasts
are now as good as, or better than, the threeday forecasts of only four to five years ago.
They have saved millions of lives through
warnings of hurricanes, floods and other
severe weather events and have been a major
boost to the efficiency of food production.
Such progress was inconceivable 50 years ago
and only a gleam in the eye of the most imaginative planner of 30 years ago.

During the 1980s more than 7QO 000
people lost their lives as a direct result of severe
weather, including floods or droughts. The 1990s
are proving even more disastrous. It is impossible
to assess the costs, in financial terms, of the
_human suffering caused by these disasters. The
total costs spread well beyond the immediate
disaster region to countries as a whole and,
often, to the wider global community. Thanks to
disaster-preparedness schemes, and particularly
the provision of warnings to the public, the comparative losses of life due to weather-related
disasters are nevertheless declining.

Right: The operation of a

national Meteorological
Service: observations
and data collection
(top), data processing
and preparation of forecasts, warnings and
climatological advisories
(centre), dissemination
of forecasts and other
specialized information
through the media to
users (bottom)

Earthquakes
10%

Floods
32%

Faminel
food shortage
4%

SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE

Drought
33%

Landslides 7%
Storms 6%

Earthquakes O;::t~h"""'--4%
.
er
disasters
7%

PERSONS AFFECTED

Floods
26%

Other disasters
9%

NUMBER OF DEATHS

Major disasters around
the world ] 963-] 992
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The ov~rall aim of the International
Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction
(IDNDR) (1990-2000) is to reduce the impact
of natural disasters on human activities, especially in developing countries, where it is
usually greatest and where development is
often set back many years when a disaster
occurs_ IDNDR activities are however by no
means confined to developing countries; for all
countries are vulnerable to the vagaries of
nature.
In this part are discussed severe weather
and related events; the next deals with more
commonly experienced weather.
The damaging effects of weather-related
natural disasters can be reduced by taking
three main steps: (a) medium- and longerterm planning and design to lessen the
impacts of severe weather; (b) the development of preparedness schemes, including
warnings and measures to be taken when
severe weather threatens; and (c) establishment of a system to provide relief in the event
of a disaster.
Not all of these steps are limited only to
the problem of living with damaging weather.
Some emphases of the IDNDR also serve as
very useful reminders for our daily lives.
Planning and preparedness are also a feature
of day-to-day living with "normal" weather for living with "normal" weather can also be
facilitated and less costly.
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Getting it right at the start
The first step concerns location and design. Is
the land suitable for urban development or for
other buildings, for agriculture, forestry, or
other uses? Is it part of a frequently inundated
flood plain, on a hillside subject to frequent
land slips, in an area where the air is often
stagnant and where atmospheric pollutants
may rapidly accumulate?
There are many illustrations of failure to
take proper account of weather factors when
deciding on building location, shape, or use of
materials. For example, tropical island holiday
resort accommodations have been built on a
beachfront, with balconies overhanging the sea,
only to have the foundations undermined, or the
building inundated with seawater, at times of
unexpectedly high seas, sometimes caused by
nearby tropical storms and at others by very
distant storms. Highways can be damaged similarly. A number of tall buildings with large areas
of glass in their fa<;:ades have lost sheets of glass
due to unforeseen pressure created by wind flow
around the building and to inadequate methods
of fixing the glass. Again, the heat load on buildings, and thus the heating or cooling requirements, changes not only with the weather, but
also with design and the use of materials.
Many examples can be drawn from
other sectors of economy to illustrate the wide
area of impact of weather and climate on
society, e.g. the transport sector, where meteorological data are used to help determine the
orientation of runways at airports and the
frequency of occurrence of conditions that
restrict aircraft operations; the location and
orientation of harbour docks and anchorages,
the choice of ocean-going tugs and towing
systems, the design of ships; and the design
and operation of mountain or other road
and rail facilities where snowfall may be heavy
at times.

Radar 1

Radar 2

Research and
risk assessment
1 ' - , - - - - "Whot if" scenarios

Pre-event preparation
Hydrological models
Data base
Global
Telecommunicalion
System

Weather forecasting

Disaster mitigation
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• Construction
• Public education

Monilarin:::'g_-----~

Predelermined~

wornlng
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Early Warning
Communication System
Model ~eft)
(Adapted from Proceedings of
the International Workshop
on Flood Mitigation, Emergency Preparedness and
Flood Disaster Management,
Ministry for Water Resources,
Vietnam and UNDP)

Another sector dependent on assessments made from systematic measurement
programmes is that of water management: the
planning and operation of water supply for
town and industry, for rural areas and energy
generation; the capability to cope with floods
and droughts; the design of safe and efficient
dams, bridges and water conveyance systems;
and ensuring adequate water quality. Special
problems arise in the replacement or renewal
of many civic facilities, e.g. stormwater disposal systems, designed and built perhaps a
century or more ago, which must now be
redesigned to cope with very different patterns
of runoff due to the greater density of buildings
and the much more extensive hard-paved
areas. Knowledge of the quantity of water produced by short heavy falls of rain is essential
for such planning.
The agricultural sector has special
information needs for planning - parameters
such as wind, rainfall, temperature, humidity,
frost, snow are required, as well as hydrological information if irrigation is envisaged.
Data on soil type and fertilizer requirements
are also necessary.
National Meteorological and Hydrological
Services around the world have been collecting, analysing and interpreting weather, water
and derived climate information for many
years, in some cases for a century or longer,
with the express purpose of providing assistance to economic and social activities. In
many countries the Services are able to supply
a wide range of information, not only as an
important contribution towards design and
planning for disaster prevention, but also for

What to do when you
receive a hurricane warning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leave low-lying areas.
Securely moor your boat and
leave it.
Secure or place loose objects
indoors.
Protect windows with shutters,
boards or tapes.
Save several days' water supply.
Have a supply of perishable food
in store.
Make sure your car has fuel in it.
Make sure you have a batterypowered torch and radio.
Leave lightly constructed shelter for
sturdier buildings.
Stay indoors during the storm.
Listen for further warning and related
messages.

the design and subsequent everyday operation
of facilities and enterprises under "normal"
weather conditions. In others, a smaller quantity of information may be available, and perhaps in less sophisticated form, but there is
almost always in existence a very useful collection of basic data, and an analysis of its
meaning, that will go a considerable way
towards satisfying a broad range of needs. The
nearest meteorological office will direct the
enquirer to the national source of information
and assistance.
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After planning
preparing for the event
The second step in reducing the cost of weather
is to be warned of what is expected. This might
be a life-saving step when severe weather
threatens, but even when less dramatic weather
changes are expected, it may still be an
important one since small costs occurring
repeatedly can add up to large total sums.
A two-stage warning system is often
used when severe weather threatens. The first
may be called an "alert", or a "watch". This
means that severe weather may be near but
not directly affecting the area, or may be
expected to develop at some later time. In the
meantime it poses no immediate danger, but all
later weather messages should be carefully
monitored. The second stage is usually a
"warning" proper, and is issued when severe
weather is expected to occur in the area, usually
within 24 hours. The warnings issued from the
meteorological office are just one part of an
overall scheme for preparedness that is the
responsibility of the civic authorities.

\own~ardl
\ mo"on

f

General guidelines suggest ways in which
to reduce the chances of loss of life and damage
to property as a result of severe weather. Some
of them are given below, but more detailed
Outflow of air

Rescue operation after a
tropical cyclone
Source: UNEP/Select!
E. C. Tuyay

Above right:
Flash floods in the central plains of Thailand,
16 October 1992
Source: Thailand
Meteorological Department

•

Droplets

o
Supercooled
droplets

Snow,
Ice crystals

•

Below right:
Tornado hits Red Rock,
Oklahoma
Source: Jim Ladue

Cross-section of a
tropical cyclone
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guidelines covering the sort of severe weather
that occurs In a particular area are available
from the local meteorological office.

Tropical cyclones or hurricanes
Several times a year, tropical cyclones with
hurricane-force winds, flood rains, and high
seas in coastal areas threaten large tropical
regions; the Caribbean, Gulf of Mexico and
south-east USA; the central-western Pacific
Ocean and South Pacific; and the Indian Ocean.
Special centres have been established, mainly
through regional cooperative agreements under
the WWW, to forecast the movement and intensity of tropical cyclones. Tropical cyclones have
a lifetime varying from days to a week or two,
sometimes longer. They can be readily identified and forecasts of their intensity and movement 24 hours ahead have become increasingly
reliable during the last decade. Very useful, but
less reliable, forecasts can usually be made two
to three days ahead.
The danger of flying debris during hurricanes cannot be minimized, but the greatest
number of deaths come from drownings in
floods from heavy rain or from storm surges
and high tides inundating the coastline.

Thunderstorms
On average, several thousand thunderstorms
occur around the world every day, many of
them producing severe lightning. Lightning
kills more people than hurricanes and tornadoes together.
General forecasts of likely thunderstorm
activity within the next day or two have become
far more reliable during the last few years.
Whilst thunderstorms sometimes tend to develop repeatedly near the same geographical
features of the landscape, the particular location of a storm is usually not yet predictable.
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Despite the broadcasting of thunderstorm
warnings, it is not yet possible to determine
where lightning may strike. Lightning is the
discharge of perhaps 100 million volts between
clouds, or between a cloud and the earth, and
we may use simple knowledge of the flow of
electricity to take precautions against being
struck. The simple rule is to keep away
from anything that conducts electricity, and
from elevated positions that may serve as a
discharge point.
Lightning is not the only danger from
thunderstorms: heavy rain and flash flooding,
possibly large and damaging hail, and frequently strong, squally winds are all likely.

Tornadoes
News items about large tornadoes may easily
give the impression that they nearly all occur
in the USA, in the States east of the Rockies, in
the months of April, May and June, mostly in
the late afternoon and evening. A relatively
large number of destructive storms do occur in
that area, and considerable progress has been
made in using advanced meteorological radars
and computer analysis of meteorological satellite information to develop an adequate warning system. But tornadoes, spawned in
thunderclouds, may also occur in numerous
other localities, particularly in the rainbands of
hurricanes, and with other rainbands and
scattered areas of thunderstorms in middle
latitudes. It is difficult to predict more than a
few minutes ahead the precise location of their
track at ground level. As the centre of a tornado passes, atmospheric pressure reduction
is sudden and extreme, and buildings may
explode outwards, the debris being carried
skyward before falling to the ground perhap$ a
considerable distance away.
When a funnel cloud characteristic of a
tornado is seen, the basic safety rule is to keep

What to do
when a thunderstorm
is in your area
Go to a building or vehicle to protect
yourself from lightning - trying to stay
dry under a tree increases your exposure
to lightning. Children and adults are
killed and injured by lightning every
year because they take shelter under
or near trees.
Count five seconds per mile from when
you see lightning until you hear thunder.
- So, five seconds means lightning is one
mile* away, ten seconds is two miles,
and so on.
Do the following:
• Watch for developing or approaching
storms and lightning.
• Go inside a building - stay away
from windows, pipes, and electrical
outlets.
• Go inside a car, truck, or bus with a
metal roof, and avoid contact with
metal.
• For group activities outdoors, designate a person to track the distance
to lightning.
• Stay in a safe place until the threat
of lightning is over.
• If caught outside far from a safe
shelter, stay away from high objects,
as well as fences, wires, and
poles - and especially trees.
• Be aware of your surroundings.
·1 ITlile ... 1.6 km

Source: US NOAA, National Severe Storms Laboratory

-

--------
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Avalanche update
1 March 1994
Juneau Weather Service Forecast Office
Juneau, Alaska
Avalanche advisory for the Juneau area
valid Tuesday, 1 March through
Wednesday, 2 March.
Avalanche hazard: The avalanche hazard
will be high this morning becoming moderate this afternoon through Wednesday,
but pockets of unstable snow will persist
above the 1 000 ft level. Caution is
advised.
Area forecast: Periods of rain with gusty
southeast wind today and Wednesday.
Temperatures will be in the 30s. The
melting level will be near 3 000 ft today
lowering to 1 500 ft on Wednesday.
Observations: The last observation from
Eagle Crest reported 2.5 ft of snow on
the ground at the lodge with temperatures in the 30s. In the Juneau area
several small avalanches occurred
Monday night and Tuesday morning
but no damage has been reported.
The next scheduled advisory will be
issued Wednesday.

an eye on its movement and take shelter in a
substantial building or basement.
Since the dominant weather conditions in
different parts of the world are very different, the
ways in which strong winds, heavy rain and
widespread snow are popularly described vary
from country to country. However, the general
description of winds - strong breeze, gale,
storm force, hurricane force - is in wide use
and these terms are universally understood. The

same cannot be said of all descriptions of rain
and snow. So~e civic and government authorities set down their own definitions of what they
consider to be hazardous weather likely to
threaten life and property in their country.
During the last few years the accuracy
and timeliness of warnings of severe weather
have improved as a result of a far better understanding of how severe weather forms and far
better methods for monitoring the detail of
weather systems. Similar improvements have
been achieved in forecasts of "normal" day-today and "non-severe" weather.

Floods
The figures for death, injury and destruction
from natural disasters show that over the years
the largest single cause is flooding. This relates
not only to flooding on major rivers, but
increasingly to flash floods occurring in builtup areas on small streams that are often forgotten during urban development. Major
investments have been made in flood-control
schemes, but where these rely on operating
engineering works to reduce downstream
flows, they are only as effective as the flow
forecasts on which they rely.
On very large rivers, knowledge of the
upstream water levels usually gives adequate
time for the downstream population to be
warned and to take appropriate action. On
medium-sized rivers and, above all, on small
streams, such knowledge is generally gained
too late to allow any useful action to be taken
and the only hope lies in forecasting the
potential flood before it is even formed.
To do this forecasts of temperatures, wind
speeds and precipitation a few days ahead
are required.
Even when loss of life and major property
damage are unlikely, forecasts of river flow
based on weather forecasts are important for
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giving advance warning of which transport routes
might be cut by flood waters and which water
bodies polluted by overflows from sewer systems
unable to cope with increased storm runoff.

After the event
When weather-related disasters strike, and
civic and relief agencies swing into action, the
meteorological focus shifts to the supply of
detailed information and forecasts to assist
recovery operations. Certain criteria for weather
conditions become vital, for quite frequently

even modest falls of rain, or periods of aboveaverage wind, or temperature changes, may
hamper and endanger recovery work and
further damage already weakened structures.
A very important task for the meteorologist after a severe weather event is to
re-analyse all of the information available and
to re-assess forecasting and warning decisions
and procedures in order to learn more about
both the atmosphere and what might be done
better next time.
"Technical" matters concerning the
weather before, during and after a weatherrelated disaster are not the only contribution of
the local meteorological office to disaster prevention and preparedness in a particular area.
Staff from the office are an integral part of the
whole civic and government planning process
and take a full part in developing, implementing and revising the plans for the area.

To determine the
economic impacts of an
avalanche for tourism
and recreation, mining,
road and energy line
construction, it is
necessary to prepare an
avalanche risk map
Source: Jim Ladue

Hydrologists gauging
river [lows to forecast
[loods in the Central
African Republic
(above left)
Source: WMO
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La raponse au cas par cas

Providing advice to
farmers and gardeners
Source: MeteoFrance

LES PROFESSIONNELS DU TEMPS
A VOTRE SERVICE

Many of the greatest engineering works in the
world, as well as some of the smallest, are
designed to ensure that those who need water
receive a supply adequate to their needs as
regards both quantity and quality. Dams and
aqueducts are constructed to store and transport water in times of plenty, for use by farmers, by industry and for household purposes in
periods when natural river flow is inadequate.
Every day the decision must be made whether
water should be withdrawn or stored for use
later on. Reliable forecasts of future precipitation allow optimum decisions to be made in
each case, and thus the avoidance of withholding water from users and then seeing it
spill downstream when rains occur, or providing supplies when need is not so great and
then running short of water when the need is
greatest. Additional forecasts of temperature
and wind speed can be used to predict the
melting of snow from high country, often the
major source of supply to the reservoirs downstream.
Advance knowledge of the demand for
water can be as important as that of the likely
supply. Demand depends greatly on both temperature and precipitation, and weather forecasts can be used to predict demands some
days in advance. In the constant battle to
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balance water supply and demand, weather
services have an important and increasing role
to play.

Agriculture
Those who work on the land to grow food or
tend stock are the major users of public
weather services in many parts of the world.
The time of onset of the rainy season, whether
the rains will come, and when they may cease,
are the questions most prominent in their
minds. Considerable progress has been made
in some countries in answering these questions
on a day-by-day and month-by-month basis.
Variations in seasonal and annual food
production are a reflection of variations of the
seasonal and annual weather from its longterm average patterns. The effects of weather
on agriculture do not stop at the farm gate but
extend to the management of food storage,
processing and distribution. Unseasonal
weather events may result in a glut on the
market, or an extreme shortage, and thus have
a marked impact on both returns for the producer and prices for the consumer.
Meteorological services for agriculture
include not only those used directly during the
time of plant growth, such as services relevant
to planting time, irrigation, disease or insect
prevention, protection of crops and harvesting
at the optimum time; they also extend to other
times of the year and include soil preparation
and soil conservation. In some parts of the
world, for example, freezing and thawing of the
top layers of the soil during a period of several
hard frosts followed by bright sunny days
break down the soil into a very fine silt, prone
to removal by strong winds. Given sufficient
warning of strong winds following a period of
frosts, farmers may plough their land and bury
the silt, leaving on the surface coarser soil particles less subject to removal by the wind.

Many other special services are deyeloped for
local use and many more can be developed
when needs are known. Special meteorological
application services for agriculture are available in most countries.

Water for agriculture
Agricultural production depends increasingly
on sound and efficient water use and conservation practices as regards both rain-fed and
irrigated agriculture. It is at present estimated
that in developing countries some 85 per cent
of available water resources are used for agri..culture, mostly for the 165 million hectares
under irrigation. But water is also necessary for
livestock, inland fisheries and for supplies to
rural communities.
Meteorologists and hydrologists regularly
provide information to aid efficient use of water
for agriculture. Assessing irrigation demand is
one area, but there are many others, such as
forecasting flood recessions for agricultural
production on flood plains.

Health
Writers in ancient Greece - e.g. Hippocrates
(460-377 B.C.) and Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) produced numerous records demonstrating
how weather and season regulated health, wellbeing and diseases. In the middle of the nineteenth century, before and during the epochmaking discoveries in bacteriology, professionals in the fields of meteorology and medicine
began to investigate the apparent influence of
climate on diseases. Practical application of
belief in the curative power of fresh air of the
sea and mountains led to the foundation of climatic spas in Europe in the last quarter of the
century. It became fashionable for those who
could afford it to go for a cure in a Kurort. The
clear, dry air and intense sunshine at mid-

"Coffee sales
boil over
Dry weather in
Central America,
cold weather forecast for Brazil and
concern over
stocks sent coffee
prices boiling over
today. On the
London Futures
Exchange,coffee
for November
delivery leapt $147
to $3640 before
closing $82 higher
at $3575 per tonne.
The market was
volatile, traders
said. Weather forecasters said a cold
front would hit
Brazil's southernmost state on
Wednesday,
reawakening lingering frost fears.
Meanwhile,
drought in central
America raised
concern
over crops in
El Salvador and
Nicaragua ..."
(Newspaper report,
London, August
1994)
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health authorities, of regular measurements of
altitude in the European Alps was recommended
pollen count, dust and other contaminants in
as a cure for tuberculosis. Some artists and
the elements, in the interests of those suffering
writers suffering poor health in their homeland
moved to other lands - sometimes the island from respiratory problems such as accompany
prolonged periods of air pollution. Large, slowly
tropical countries - to spend the rest of their
moving anticyclones may cover an area for
lives and to continue their work.
several days, or a week or more, and give rise
There are numerous examples of a correto conditions that readily allow contaminants to
lation between overall weather conditions
accumulate.
and increases in disease or occurrence of death.
The prevalence
In temperate climates
of many water- and
the circulatory and
"Floods in south China
food-borne diseases
respiratory systems
such as typhoid,
are most likely to be
close hundreds of factories
cholera, infectious
affected by weather
Rising flood waters have closed hundreds
hepatitis,
etc.
is
changes, and illness
of factories across southern China,
greatest in countries
or death due to heart
spooking foreign investors and fuelling
with a warm climate,
and blood circulation
concern about inflation in Hong Kong ...
and increases in
difficulties, including
Guangxi Province was the worst hit, with
mid-latitudes during
cerebral haemorrhage,
warm weather when
is found to increase in
f100dwaters forcing the closure of more
the infectious organextremes of weather.
than 300 factories in the cities of Liuzhou
isms proliferate more
In northern cities of
and Wuzhou alone ... The Hong Kong
quickly
in food and
the USA, for example,
economy is already being hit, some vegother
carriers.
In
more deaths occur
etable prices have doubled and meat supsome countries reguduring severe wintry
plies have been affected ... 'The biggest
lar warnings to take
weather, while in
impact
for Hong Kong will be inflation'
special care in handsouthern cities the
according to the chief economist at the
ling food are given at
number of deaths
Hong Kong General Chamber of
times of seasonal
increases during exCommerce."
weather change.
treme heat.
(Newspaper report, Hong Kong, June 1994)
In the classifiAttacks of broncation of the causal
chial asthma are often
factors of disease,
brought on by the
weather and climate have been historically
presence in the air of certain dusts, pollens,
assessed as belonging to the class of
particles from animal furs, or by foods,
modifying factors, i.e., they may modify the
bacterial proteins, drugs, or a mixture of some
of these. The local concentration of many of course of a disease but will not cause it. Some
exceptions to the idea of weather as a
these irritants or allergens in the air depends on
modifying factor in health problems occur
both the season of the year and the prevailing
when the deviation of climatic conditions from
weather conditions - air currents, temperature
the normal is so great that the regulatory
varation, humidity and precipitation. Meteoromechanisms of the human body break down,
logical services in many countries include the
and frostbite, heat stroke or hypothermia, etc.
provision, usually in cooperation with public
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result. To this list we must add skin cancer,
which has been steadily increasing in the
populations of many countries during the last
few decades and whose main cause is an
overdose of UV-B radiation from the sun on
unprotected human skin. (The increasing
occurrence of skin cancer parallels the
increased outdoor leisure activities of the
populations of many mid- and high-latitude
countries. )
Over the last decade, however, and
more especially the last half of it, general
acceptance of the evidence that human
activities have been reducing the effective-

ness of the stratospheric ozone layer shielding
life from harmful UV radiation from the sun
has led to widespread public concern
regarding UV radiation and its adverse effects.
Public weather services in many mid- and
high-latitude countries now include an
assessment or forecast of the sunburn
conditions for the next day. This may be in the
form of a simple statement such as "Burn
time: 20 minutes", meaning that during the
middle part of the day any exposure of
the average human skin for more than
20 minutes could lead to harmful sunburn; or
it may be an index on a scale of 0-10 or 0-15,
the higher number indicating a greater
intensity of UV-B radiation. In case of doubt
about the meaning, an explanation may be
obtained from the local meteorological office.
Sunburn in childhood or youth may not
appear to have much effect a short time after
the incident, but it may well lead to skin
cancer later in life - perhaps a few decades
later.

The Chernobyl accident:
Spread of pollutant due
to accidental release
Source: J. Pudykiewicz,
Canadian Meteorological
Center, Montreal

Campaign posters
such as MeteoFrance's
IRRITEL service (above
left) beckons users to
access weather and
water information by
telephone
Source: MeteoFrance
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Forest dwelling about to
be engulfed by one
of the area's frequent
fores t /ires
Source: FAO/P. Johnson

Air pollution
Acting on the premise that prevention is better
than cure, the provision of meteorological services for the planning and design of industrial
plants so as to avoid air pollution and harmful
effects on the population has been an important activity for many decades. In one known
case a whole new town, with the large pulp and
paper mill that it was to support, was not built
on the preferred site of the developers but on
another site offering far less potential for the
accumulation of any pollutants that might
escape from the complex.
The application of meteorological knowledge and information is essential if tall chimneys are to be designed to disperse industrial
emissions at high levels rather than to allow
them to accumulate in unwanted concentrations to affect people, animals and vegetation
at ground level. The cost of adding a few
metres to the height of a tall chimney may well
exceed US $1 million.

It must qlso be borne in mind, however,
that, while tall chimneys help to solve local airpollution problems, they may also, if certain
pollutants are emitted, facilitate the long-range
transport of pollutants, which can result in
damage to remote pristine areas, as has been
the case with acid rain in Scandinavia and
parts of North America.
Meteorological Services in many countries
are able to provide a wide range of services to
help assess and prevent air pollution from
existing and new installations, both in the
vicinity of and far away from pollution sources.
The activities related to trans-boundary air
pollution are coordinated within the WMO
Global Atmosphere Watch.
Commonly experienced air pollution
originates from a multiplicity of sources,
such as the large-scale burning of coal in
inefficient home heating stoves, or slowly
moving vehicles in traffic jams, especially near
and in cities. The meteorologist aids in the
alleviation of these problems by alerting civic
authorities to the likely occurrence of
conditions that favour the accumulation of
the products of combustion - and in many
cases their chemical transformation, through
the action of the sun's radiation, into
more dangerous compounds. In one town,
the local meteorological office provided
forecasts of the likely dispersion conditions
during the coming night and, when dispersion
was poor, people were advised to use
alternative forms of heating such as electricity
(generated hydro power) instead of their
customary open fires. Similarly, in extreme
cases of poor dispersion of traffic fumes,
authorities may restrict vehicle access to
particular areas.
Other rarer, but nevertheless striking and
important, examples of air pollution can occur.
Smoke from very large forest fires may be
carried downwind for 1 000 km or more and
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Source: Atmospheric
Environment Service, Canada

ULTRAVIOLET index for Whitehorse, Canada
Clear sky value (index can be reduced by up to 50% under cloudy conditions)
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more than one hour to sunburn

about 30 minutes

about 20 minutes

less than
15 minutes

mix through a layer in the atmosphere 5 km or
more thick. This presents a particular hazard
to all forms of transport operations and
forecasting its effect on the atmospheric
visibility calls for additional skills by the
meteorologist. Similarly, violent volcanic
eruptions may eject large amounts of ash,
particles and gases into the atmosphere.
Forecasting the movement of the dense part of
the cloud is a special service to aviation, since
entrainment of the dust into aircraft engines
has on occasion caused them to stop. The
relatively slow spread of volcanic particles
very high in the atmosphere may bring
variations in weather patterns anywhere over
the Earth for a few years. In such cases of
long-range transport and duration of pollutants, computer models are used to help
assess the long-term effects.
In connection with the transport of hazardous substances, increasing concern is
being expressed regarding the consequences
of accidents and release of toxic or radioactive
materials. Internationally, operational plans
have been developed to provide forecasts of
the spread of materials to affected nations in
cases of trans-boundary pollution. Similarly,
national and district plans have been developed to meet local needs. In almost every case
the meteorologist is called upon to provide

local weather data and to predict the likely
- spread, and thus the danger areas, arising
from the incident.

Transport
Weather-affected marine and air transport operations have provided two significant areas of
development in operational meteorology. Storm
warnings for coastal shipping were the first
operational meteorological services provided in
many countries, but before that, when sailing
ships were still widely used for sea transport,
studies of the most frequently occurring winds,
based on a long period of weather reports from
the ships themselves, had been used to plan
ships' voyages and to shorten significantly the
average time taken for most sailing-ship journeys, with remarkable effects on the economics
of trade. Today, a comprehensive weather service is available for ocean areas, with a number
of nations contributing. The service helps meet
the needs of the Safety Of Life At Sea (SOLAS)
Convention, and is coordinated through the
marine segment of the WMO Applications of
Meteorology Programme.
Meteorological services to international
aviation are now extremely developed. Highlydependable world-wide flight-level wind and
temperature forecasts are prepared at two
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global centres and distributed widely, partially
via communications satellites, for the use of all
countries.
From the outset, operational weather services provided to the marine and air transport
industries were directed towards safety of operation. But the impact of weather on the economics of operation is equally important. Services
for the transport sector have been extended
to include those for road and rail. The vastly
increased amount of road traffic and impressive
highway engineering in some high mountain
areas, as well as the ability of rail locomotives to
haul much heavier loads, have all led to new
demands for information on_ ice, snow, winds,
temperatures, and water from short heavy downpours, or longer-duration floods, on roads and
rail tracks. Services for transport other than
marine and air freight are now provided in more
than one-third of all countries.

Building and civil engineering
It is easy to understand the importance of
forecasts of adverse weather - say, strong
winds or rain - during critical times in building
construction and engineering works, e.g.
warnings of strong winds for the operation of
cranes and the lifting of large modules, or
during the fixing of roofing or cladding high on
walls; or warnings of very heavy rain during
critical times of pouring concrete into deep
foundation trenches or over large open areas.
Regular weather services to alert the construction industries to occurrences of severe
weather are available in many countries. In
addition, there are services that aid many other
facets of their work: provision of temperature
information for estimating the rate at which
large masses of concrete are curing, or for the
application and curing of coatings and
adhesives; radiation and other data for
estimates of heat loss and gain from buildings

and for controlling building heating or cooling
at optimum cost; general site-specific weather
forecasts to help plan site work and the
schedule of delivery of materials; and various
special needs. The building and civil engineering industries use weather information and
services extensively in most countries.
In contrast with the importance of strong
winds in some construction tasks, there are
also occasions when periods of even very
light winds may also be critical. For example,
sometimes very large modules of a building
or industrial plant must be transported by
road from the place of fabrication or port of
entry to the construction site. In one case, a
section of plant, the width of the main roadway, and about as high as a seven-storey
building, had to be moved along a specially
prepared and strengthened portion of the roadway, by truck and trailer units, at speeds of
about 3-4 km/h, during the night hours when
the road was closed to other traffic. It was
known that winds greater than 6 km/h would
make the moving load unsafe. The journey
was planned to take several nights, with the
load parked during the day in specially prepared areas. Weather services were critical to
overall and day-to-day planning and operations, since the area was in a windy coastal
location. The whole operation was completed
efficiently and without mishap and the spectacle of the huge load moving slowly along the
road at night attracted considerable public
attention!

Energy supply and distribution
The association between variations in use of
energy, especially electrical and reticulated
gas, and variations in daily weather is well
known. In general, heating requirements in
cool weather and cooling requirements in
hot and humid weather place heavy loads
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on energy-supply systems. Clearly, energysupply authorities or companies aim to meet
peak demand each day, but not to operate
generation plants when the energy is not
needed. Close cooperation between energysupply agencies and meteorologists in many
countries has permitted the agencies to be
supplied with a frequently updated stream of
forecasts, which assists in their own forecasting of load variation throughout the day, and in
making their operational decisions.
In some economic groupings of countries,
special meteorological networks have been
established solely for the purpose of providing
the energy supply and distribution industries
with information.

Fire meteorology
When we were small and caught playing with
matches we were told that fire is a good
servant but a tyrannical master. The meteorologist helps people to use fire to their advantage,
as well as to fight unwanted and damaging
fires.
Controlled fires are used to clear both
debris from forest felling and also new
unwanted growth prior to reafforestation. The
fire must be intense enough to effect good
clearance of the land so that planting may take
place without further treatment of the area, and
yet not be so intense as to get out of control,
with a consequent firestorm. Weather information for controlled burning is an important
service provided by many meteorological
offices.
Fighting uncontrolled fires in forests and
grasslands is an expensive and dangerous
understanding. An unexpected change of wind
direction can cause the flames to entrap the
firefighters. On the other hand, a change in
wind direction can also help firefighters to
bring a fire rapidly under control. But the mete-

orologist's task is not simply one of forecasting
a normally occurring change in wind direction,
as part of the overall forecast of meteorological conditions affecting a fire. Large fires, particularly when overall wind conditions are light,
largely create their own local wind pattern.
Forecasting the result of the interaction
between the overall wind flow, the local flows
up and down valleys, near rivers or across
mountain tops, and the flows created by the
fire itself calls for specialized knowledge and
well-balanced judgement.

Recreation and tourism
About six per cent of economic activity concerns tourism, now one of the world's biggest
industries. Tourism inevitably involves outdoor
recreational activities and every venture, from
a simple stroll in the fresh air to climbing a
high mountain peak or crossing the oceans

Tourism is one of the
most weather-sensitive
and fastest-growing
sectors in a nation's
economy; reliable
weather information
contributes greatly to
sustainable tourism and
development
Source: WMO/E. Gorre-Dale
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by yacht, is influenced in some way by
the weather. When HilIary and Tensing made
the first ascent of Mt Everest in 1953, they
carried no cellphones to report progress or
to receive updates of special weather forecasts
to help them on their climb. Mountaineers
today can enjoy the advantages of communicating with any place in the world as well
as receiving reports and forecasts of latest
weather trends.
When the first of a continuing series
of around-the-world yacht races was held
some 20 years ago, there were no global and
reliable weather forecasts to help competitors
plan the route for each day or for up to four
to five days in advance. In the similar race
in 1994, receipt and use of weather information took on a new role in determining the
outcome.

Before you start
Above: WMO assists

women students in
developing countries
through education and
training programmes in
meteorology and
operational hydrology
Source: China Meteorological
Agency
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temperature (in K). The ordinate is in hPa and the ticks on the abscissa
correspond to the spacing (0.125° = 14 km) of the model grid-point

Weather services for recreation are designed to
add to the safety, economy and enjoyment of
leisure activities.
When accidents happen, especially in
remote areas, the human suffering of those
directly involved is not the only cost: there are
also the further costs, in both financial and
human terms, of search and rescue missions,
usually bome by the wider community.
Weather services. in this sector are
often provided in two main parts. The first is
in the form of background c1imatological
information giving a broad overview of the
types of weather and range of conditions
generally encountered - on the mountains,
near the coast, or at sea, as appropriate - at
various times of the year. Additional local
knowledge, available through membership of
sporting clubs etc., is a necessary adjunct to
other more formal summarized information.
The second part concerns the daily variations
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Measuring temperatures
and setting standards
Official weather observations the world
over are all made to set standards
defined through the l!1struments and
Methods of Observation Programme, a
part of the WMO World Weather Watch
Programme. If they were not all made
to a standard we could not compare
the observations in different parts of
the world. "Unofficial" measurements,
such as temperature measurements,
made under different conditions against hot stone walls, in closely builtup areas, on the roof or outside the
window of a radio or television broadcast studio - usually cannot be used
as part of formal meteorological
records. In all countries official temperatures are popularly said to be
measured "in the shade".
The "shade" is a special thermometer
box, technically called a "screen", and
in many countries the Stevenson
screen is standard. It was invented
about the middle of the last century
by a Scottish engineer, Thomas
Stevenson who, with his father and
brother, designed and built lighthouses.

in weather. Following the daily weather
forecasts - many of them specially prepared
for recreational activities - is an essential part
of anybody's preparation for outdoor recreational activity.

In the mountains
Every year, lives are lost and long-term damage to health is suffered as a result of encountering adverse weather in the mountains.
Special mountain weather forecasts are
provided in many countries. They usually
include wind, precipitation, temperature, freezing level (or the altitude above which temperatures will remain below D°C), and sometimes
a wind chill factor. This is expressed as
an equivalent temperature and is an estimate
of the combined cooling effect on the human
body of the wind and temperature. Hypo. thermia - the loss of body heat, or lowering of
body temperature to dangerous levels - is
often caused by cooling winds, low temperatures and damp or inadequate clothing.

On the snowfield
As tourism and recreational activities develop,
an increasing number of people venture into
mountain areas, especially during the
winter/spring snow season. Popular resorts are
usually well patrolled and well controlled,
danger areas being clearly specified or
delineated to protect the visitors from broken
ice, crevassed areas, and the hazard of
avalanches. Although avalanches are often
popularly regarded as unexpected random
events, they are in fact largely predictable, and
depend on a combination of snow pack, snow
stability and weather conditions. Avalanche
forecasting involves not only the surveillance
of avalanches as they occur, but also
observation of local weather conditions and
measurements of accumulated snow hardness, crystal form and size, free water
content, density of each snow layer,
temperature, and temperature changes
through the snow pack. (Changes in snow
temperature can indicate potentially unstable
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layers.) All of this detailed information
collected in the snow area, combined with a
weather forecast for the mountain area, makes
the avalanche forecast possible.

On and near the water
In June 1994 fourteen yachts finished a gruelling
round-the-world race that commenced some
nine months earlier. The winning yacht in
the dominant class carried a meteorologist,
recruited as a crew member half-way through
the race in the expectation that his professional
knowledge would help the tactician make
better use of the weather information available
to all the yachts, and thus gain advantage
over other competitors. Following this success,
it is expected that a meteorologist may be a
crew member in future similar races. Meteorologists have for many years formed part of the
support team for regattas and international
competitions.
It is not only the crews of highly sophisticated yachts taking part in long-distance
ocean races, Olympic Games regattas, etc.
who benefit from the weather services
available to those who like "messing about in
boats".
Weather
services
for
marine
recreational activities are also designed for
swimmers, for those who ride the rollers on
surfboards, fish from the beach or rocks of the
coastline, and picnic and relax in the sun.
Weather forecasts for coastal waters, as well
as for navigable lakes and inland waters used
for recreation, are provided in almost every
country.
Forecasts for marine recreational use will
always include wind speed and direction, with

special mention of high winds, squalls and
rapid changes of direction. Wind speeds may
be expressed in a number of ways and
practices vary from country to country - they
may be in knots (nautical miles per hour),
miles per hour, kilometres per hour or metres
per second. Some easy conversion factors to
remember are that one metre per second is
equal to two knots, and that two kilometres per
hour equals about one knot. The state of the
sea and/or the sea swell will also be included.
"State of the sea" refers to the waves created
by the winds in the area; "swell" refers to the
longer-period waves, usually created by distant
storms and weather systems. The wind waves
rise and fall with the local wind but the swell
may traverse a whole ocean. The height of the
swell, which may be quite low in the deep open
ocean, increases as the water becomes
shallower close to the shore, forming the
rollers that surf-riders enjoy but also
the giant waves that thump on the shore
and sometimes drag swimmers away from
the beach in return currents of water. Unsuspecting fishermen are sometimes swept
from rocks for, quite frequently, swells from
more than one source combine to produce an
occasional big, or even freak, wave.
Wind waves can combine with the swell especially in areas of strong tidal flow, around
steep headlands and river outlets, and where
sharp changes in the pattern of the sea bottom
occur - to produce a confused pattern of
waves, many of which are triangular in shape
in contrast with a more regular pattern
offshore. Again, local knowledge of these
features must always be used in interpreting
and using the marine weather forecast.
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:Modern tecfmo[ogYJ particu[arCy remote sensingJ is a[ready providing e7{Jiting new
ways to observe and monitor areas of rain and snowJ tfiunderstorms and otfier severe
weatfier. Combinations of tfiese tecfiniques wi[[ devdop furtfier and become
mucfi more widdy used during tfie net(t few years.

FURTHER OUTLOOK
The technology and services

One aspect of longer-range forecasting,
seasonal forecasting, is receiving particular
emphasis. Whilst experimental forecasts of the
Within ten years, computers used for
weather prediction are likely to be a thousand . overall pattern of seasonal weather have been
made in some countries for many years, levels
times faster than those at present in use. This
does not simply mean that numerical weather of success have been varied. The process of
predictions will be made more quickly; rather,
preparing seasonal forecasts is now being
placed on a much firmer scientific basis, and
it means that much more detail can be inthe prospect of regular and reliable indications
cluded in the computer model. For example,
of the next season's weather is likely to
points at which the wind, temperature, hubecome a reality in many parts of the world in
midity and atmospheric pressure are predicted will be about 20 km apart in global
the next few years.
models, and perhaps 5 km apart in regional
The value of longer-range, including
seasonal, forecasts for activities such as
models. (At present they are about 60-70 km
and about 30 km apart respectively in the
most advanced models in use.) In addition, the
opportunity will exist to combine the results
from a number of computer runs of various
models, or variations of the same model,
to produce "ensemble" forecasts of higher
accuracy than those available from anyone
model run.
Considerable progress towards longerrange predictions is likely over the next few
years, as a result of work being carried out
under the WMO World Climate Programme,
particularly the World Climate Research
Programme and the Programme on Mediumand Long-range Weather Prediction Research.
New services based on the results of these
efforts are likely to become established during
the next decade.

Satellite links have
revolutionized
communications,
allowing weather data
to be exchanged faster
and more reliably
among nations
Source: Thailand
Meteorological Department
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A fully automated
observing station in the
North Sea operated by
the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute
monitors storm swges
and cyclones that pose
dangers to coastal areas
Source: KNMI

agriculture and water supply management is
undoubtedly great. On the other hand, to
anticipate, with a high level of confidence, that
the weather during the next holiday season
would not be favourable would undoubtedly
have economic consequences. Even now,
economic activity in many weekend holiday
resorts reflects the weather forecast, issued
mid-week, for the weekend, rather than the
weather actually experienced at the weekend.
Many holiday and tour operators already plan
for possible variations of weather and adjust
activities accordingly.
To turn to the communications side of the
computer-communications revolution, it will

be recalled that operational meteorology
became possible following the invention of the
electric telegraph, which permitted weather
observations to be exchanged and weather
charts compiled in time to make simple
forecasts. Changes in communications capabilities will play an equally dominant role in
shaping the way in which public weather
services will be provided in the future. Communications costs are becoming increasingly
insensitive to distance and new information
highways will open, allowing information of all
types to penetrate to every corner of the
Earth.
One further outcome of the combined use
of new technologies - fast computer processing and communications - for monitoring the
weather will be a further blurring of the
boundaries between operational hydrology,
weather forecasting and application of climate
information. The concept of services based on
one data stream of past, present and forecast
conditions will become feasible and widely
adopted, and will result in the provision of
increasingly valuable services to individuals
and communities.
While the present ways of distributing
weather messages and warnings will remain radio, television, newspapers, telephone,
and in some cases still the visual signals
on prominent masts or tall buildings, and,
for warnings, audible sirens - much more
information will be available on tap, at times
to suit the user rather than at pre-set broadcast times that may be missed. For example,
there will be a wider availability of telephone
services for special interests; a greater number
of dedicated "weather only" radio stations and
the growth of "weather only" television channels; interrogation of data and information
bases for weather, climate, hydrological conditions and state of the atmosphere through
home or business computer networks;
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on-demand displays of information, including
pictorial, on television screens; greater use of
graphics to present information (the dynamic
and constantly changing patterns of the
atmosphere beg their presentation as "moving
pictures" of dynamic processes rather than as
"radio with pictures"); and far more widespread use of radio alarms to alert users to the
likelihood of conditions that will affect their
particular operations: warnings of tornadoes
for the public, wind for high-lift crane operators
or mountain tourists, frosts for fruit-growers, a
continuing dry spell for horticulturalists, and a
host of other critical weather and related
events.

Present challenges
Meteorology has always responded to human
needs. In earlier times it may have been
forced, by public pressure, to try to meet
immediate demands that outstripped knowledge of how the weather machine works. But
it is now technically feasible for even the
smallest and most isolated country in the
world to provide many public weather services, backed not only by local staff and their
expertise but also by the daily efforts of
the world's most sophisticated global and
regional meteorological centres.
Two main thrusts by the meteorological
and hydrological community will be integrated
with all of the scientific, technological, economic, political and social changes that the
next decade may bring.
One will be to improve the capabilities of
many developing countries to provide public
weather and weather-related services. In
many cases this will require the upgrading,
and in some cases a very substantial
upgrading, of their communications facilities
in order to provide immediate access to the
vast array of data and products already

available within the WWW Global Dataprocessing System and, of course, to new
products to come. At present, some countries
cannot receive much of what is already
available to others. As a corollary to such
development, the countries which would
receive the additional information from dataprocessing centres should be enabled to make
full use of it to provide relevant public weather
services.
The second main thrust, and the responsibility of every country, will be to improve the
quality of public weather services, such as the
accuracy and timeliness of all forecasts and
- warnings and other information, as well as
their content and the way in which they are
presented. The communications revolution
will permit the provision of many more userspecific services in a way and in a form that
more adequately supports decision-making
by the users.

Broadcast meteorologist
of the BBC Weather
Centre (UK) shows
trainees how to prepare
TV weather presentations during a WMO
workshop in Naimbi,
Kenya
Source: WMO/E. Gorre·Dale
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Some wider challenges yet to
crystallize

Foreground: upper-air
sounding equipment
antenna (dome-shaped);
left: polar orbiting
satellite tracking horn;
background: DCP
transmitting antenna
(yellow rod)
Source: Ethiopia National
Meteorological Centre
(J. Bettany)

The WMO World Weather Watch Programme
concentrates the efforts of all nations to
observe, monitor and predict the weather. But
the World Weather Watch - and the other
WMO Programmes (Applications, Climate,
Research and Environment, Hydrology and
Water Resources, Education and Training,
and Technical Cooperation) - are being further developed. The new economic, social
and political patterns evolving in many parts
of the world will probably not only give rise to
new demands for the application of meteorology and operational hydrology, but also
bring sweeping changes to many facets of the
Programmes themselves and to the way in
which public weather services are provided.
The World Weather Watch Programme is
based on the principle and practice of the

free and unrestricted international exchange
of meteorological and related data and
products between all Members of WMO.
Broadening and enhancing the practice to
meet wider and more specific needs in
all communities is being considered, as
questions about the boundaries between
collective provision and private choice, the
quality of public services, and new revenue
sources to support public services continue to
be addressed. The answers to these questions
will be appropriate to each country's need and
circumstance.
At the same time, one of the basic roles
of governments - protection of the life and
property, and preservation of the general welfare of all citizens, including the provision of
warnings of severe weather events, floods,
drought, and excessive heat and cold - will
take on even greater importance in many
countries. As we have seen, these adverse
weather events do not take place in isolation.
Rather, they are just part of the working of the
global heat-engine of our common atmosphere, and humanity seems to be best served
by cooperative efforts to observe, monitor and
predict them.
Increased knowledge of the atmosphere
and the application of technology to observe
and predict its behaviour, achieved through a
unique programme of cooperation between
governmental and non-governmental agencies, have led to many improvements in
public weather services during the last few
years, far in excess of the most optimistic
outlooks of those who responded to the early
UN resolution on the peaceful uses of outerspace by developing the World Weather
Watch.
This achievement has been based on the
considered application of technology, backed
in turn by successful engineering, founded in
turn on advances in science the basic
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knowledge of how things work. Perhaps the
greatest underlying challenge of all is to
maintain each link in the chain: science; engineering; technology; and useful and valued
output, of appropriate size and strength. The
world continues to evolve and, in what may be
new economic and political settings as we
enter the next century, meeting this challenge
will require plans and action based on vision
as far-sighted as that displayed by the
founders of the WWW, coupled with the accumulated wisdom of the ages.

Meteorologists and hydrologists the world
over are determined to help crystallize and
meet these emerging challenges and to
continue to improve their services steadily to
fufil the existing and ever-widening range of
needs arising from new human endeavours,
including those related to sustainable development. Their raison d'etre is to aid human
activities. This is why they are truly "front-line"
workers, contributing the equivalent of some
20-40 billion US dollars per year to the national
economies of countries throughout the world.

